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Abstract
Many types of dynamic networks are made up of durable entities whose links evolve over
time. When considered from a global and discrete standpoint, these networks are often
modelled as evolving graphs, i.e. a sequence of graphs G = (G1, G2, ..., Gδ) such that Gi =
(V,Ei) represents the network topology at time step i. Such a sequence is said to be T -
interval connected if for any t ∈ [1, δ − T + 1] all graphs in {Gt, Gt+1, ..., Gt+T−1} share a
common connected spanning subgraph. In this paper, we consider the problem of deciding
whether a given sequence G is T -interval connected for a given T . We also consider the related
problem of finding the largest T for which a given G is T -interval connected. We assume
that the changes between two consecutive graphs are arbitrary, and that two operations,
binary intersection and connectivity testing, are available to solve the problems. We show
that Ω(δ) such operations are required to solve both problems, and we present optimal O(δ)
online algorithms for both problems. We extend our online algorithms to a dynamic setting
in which connectivity is based on the recent evolution of the network.
Keywords: T -interval connectivity, Dynamic graphs, Time-varying graphs
1. Introduction
Dynamic networks consist of entities making contact over time with one another. The
types of dynamics resulting from these interactions are varied in scale and nature. For
instance, some of these networks remain connected at all times [21]; others are always
disconnected [18] but still offer some kind of connectivity over time and space (temporal
connectivity); others are recurrently connected, periodic, etc. All of these contexts can
be represented as properties of dynamic graphs (also called time-varying graphs, evolving
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graphs, or temporal graphs). A number of such classes were identified in recent literature and
organized into a hierarchy in [10]. Each of these classes corresponds to specific properties
which play a role either in the complexity or in the feasibility of distributed problems.
For example, it was shown in [11] that if the edges are recurrent (i.e. if an edge appears
once, it will reappear infinitely often), denoted class R, then such a property guarantees
the feasibility of a certain type of optimal broadcast with termination detection (namely,
foremost broadcast). However, it is not sufficient to satisfy other measures of optimality,
such as shortest or fastest broadcast. Strenghtening the assumption to having a bound on the
reappearance time (class B) makes it possible to satisfy the shortest measure, and making
it even stronger by assuming that edges are periodic (class P) enables fastest broadcast.
These three classes have been shown to play a role in a variety of problems (see e.g. [1,
15, 22]). Another important class, which is less constrained (and thus more general) is
the class of all graphs with recurrent temporal connectivity (i.e. all nodes can recurrently
reach each other through journeys), corresponding to class C5 in the hierarchy of [10]. This
property is very general, and it is used (implicitly or explicitly) in a number of recent studies
addressing distributed problems in highly-dynamic environments [5, 6, 7, 14]. Interestingly,
this property was considered more than two decades ago by Awerbuch and Even [2].
Given a dynamic graph, a natural question to ask is to which of the classes this graph
belongs. This question is interesting in several respects. Firstly, most of the known classes
correspond to necessary or sufficient conditions for given distributed problems or algorithms
(broadcast, election, spanning trees, token forwarding, etc.). Thus, being able to classify a
graph in the hierarchy is useful for determining which problems can be solved on that graph.
Furthermore, it is useful for choosing a good algorithm in settings where some properties are
guaranteed (as in the above example with classes R,B, and P). Hence, when targeting a
given scenario from the real world, an algorithm designer may first record some topological
traces from the target environment and then test which useful properties are satisfied. Al-
ternatively, online algorithms that process dynamic graphs as they evolve could accomplish
the same goal without the need to store all the traces. Besides distributed algorithms, a
growing amount of research is now focusing on testing properties (or computing structures)
in dynamic graphs. Recent examples include computing reachability graphs [3, 25], enumer-
ating maximal cliques [24], and determining the hardness of computing even simple metrics
like temporal diameter (that is, how long it takes in the worst case to communicate through
journeys) when the evolution is not known in advance [13]. A less recent but seminal ex-
ample is the computation of foremost, shortest, or fastest journeys [8] which can be used
indirectly to test membership in a number of dynamic graph classes [9].
In this paper, we focus on another important class of dynamic graphs called T -interval
connected graphs. This class captures two fundamental aspects of a network—stability and
connectivity—through a single parameter T . This parameter was identified in [20] as playing
a role in several distributed problems, such as determining the size of a network or computing
a function of the initial inputs of the nodes. The definition of this class is closely related
to a certain way of representing dynamic networks. It is often convenient, when looking
at the evolution of the topology from a global standpoint, to represent a dynamic graph as
a sequence of graphs G = (G1, G2, ..., Gδ), each of which corresponds to the state of the
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topology at a given (discrete) time instant. This representation, first suggested by Harary
and Gupta [17], was called untimed evolving graphs in [8] (in which a more general version
is considered). Informally, T -interval connectivity requires that, for every T consecutive
graphs in the sequence G, there exists a common connected spanning subgraph. In [20], the
authors focussed on two problems. In the k-token dissemination problem, each of k nodes
has a piece of information that must be collected by all n nodes of the graph. The authors
were especially interested in the case k = n (also known as gossiping). To solve the n-token
dissemination problem, the nodes need to solve the counting problem which determines the
number of nodes in the graph, so that the nodes know how many pieces of information to
collect. Solving the n-token dissemination problem allows the computation of any function
of the initial states of the nodes. It was shown that both problems can be solved in O(n2)
rounds in 1-interval connected graphs. For T -interval connected graphs with T > 1 and T
unknown, they showed that both problems can be solved in O(min{n2, n + n2 log(n)/T})
rounds. If T is known, then both problems are solvable in O(n+ n2/T ) rounds.
The class of T -interval connected graphs generalizes the class of dynamic graphs that are
connected at all time instants [21]. Indeed, the latter corresponds to the case that T = 1.
From a set-theoretic viewpoint, however, every T > 1 induces a class of graphs that is a
strict subset of the class in [21] because a graph that is T -interval connected is obviously
1-interval connected. Hence, T -interval connectivity is more specialized in this sense.
In this paper, we look at the problem of deciding whether a given sequence G is T -interval
connected for a given T . We also consider the related problem of finding the largest T for
which the given G is T -interval connected. We adopt a model that allows us to focus on
high-level strategies without being concerned about the lower-level details of specific data
structures for representing the graphs. The basic elements in our model are graphs and the
basic operations on these elements are binary intersection (given two graphs, compute their
intersection) and connectivity testing (given a graph, decide whether it is connected). These
two high-level operations have a strong and natural connection with the problems that we
are studying. This approach is suitable for general dynamic graphs in which the details of
changes between successive graphs in a sequence are arbitrary. We discuss our model in
more detail in Section 2.
We first show that both problems require Ω(δ) such operations using the straightforward
argument that every graph of the sequence must be considered at least once. Interestingly,
we show that both problems can be solved using only O(δ) such operations and we develop
optimal online algorithms that achieve these matching bounds. Hence, our efficient high-
level implementations counterbalance the costs of implementing the operations. In fact, both
operations can be computed in linear time in the number of edges using suitable lower-level
data structures (see Observation 2) and could benefit from dedicated circuits (or optimized
code).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the main definitions and makes
some basic observations, including the fact that both problems can be solved using O(δ2)
operations (intersections or connectivity tests) by a naive strategy that examines O(δ2) in-
termediate graphs. Section 3 presents a second strategy, yielding upper bounds of O(δ log δ)
operations for both problems. Its main interest is in the fact that it can be parallelized, and
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this allows us to classify both problems as being in NC (i.e. Nick’s class). In Section 4 we
present an optimal strategy which we use to solve both problems online in O(δ) operations.
This strategy exploits structural properties of the problems to construct carefully selected
subsequences of the intermediate graphs. In particular, only O(δ) of the O(δ2) intermediate
graphs are selected for evaluation by the algorithms. In Section 5, we extend our online
algorithms to a dynamic setting in which the measure of connectivity is based on the recent
evolution of the network.
2. Definitions and Basic Observations
Graph Model. In this work, we consider dynamic graphs that are given as untimed
evolving graphs, that is, a sequence G = (G1, G2, ..., Gδ) of graphs such that Gi = (V,Ei)
describes the network topology at (discrete) time i. The parameter δ is called the length
of the sequence G (also known as the lifetime). It corresponds to the number of time
steps that this graph covers. Observe that V is non-varying; only the set of edges varies.
Unless otherwise stated, we consider undirected edges throughout the paper, which is the
setting in which T -interval connectivity was originally introduced. However, the fact that
our algorithms use high-level operations allows them to work exactly the same for T -interval
strong connectivity (which is the analogue of T -interval connectivity for directed graphs [20]),
provided that both basic operations (i.e. intersection and connectivity test) are given. As
we shall discuss, these operations have linear cost in the number of edges in both directed
and undirected graphs.
Definition 1 (Intersection graph). Given a (finite) set S of graphs {G′ = (V,E ′), G′′ =
(V,E ′′), . . .}, we call the graph (V,∩{E ′, E ′′, . . .}) the intersection graph of S and denote
it by ∩{G′, G′′, . . .}. When the set consists of only two graphs, we talk about binary in-
tersection and use the infix notation G′ ∩ G′′. If the intersection involves a consecutive
subsequence (Gi, Gi+1, . . . , Gj) of a dynamic graph G, then we denote the intersection graph
∩{Gi, Gi+1, . . . , Gj} simply as G(i,j).
Definition 2 (T -interval connectivity). A dynamic graph G is said to be T -interval con-
nected, for T ≤ δ, if the intersection graph G(t,t+T−1) is connected for every t ∈ [1, δ−T +1].
In other words, all graphs in {Gt, Gt+1, ..., Gt+T−1} share a common connected spanning
subgraph for every t ∈ [1, δ − T + 1].
Definition 3 (Testing T -interval connectivity). We will use the term T -Interval-
Connectivity to refer to the problem of deciding whether a dynamic graph G is T -interval
connected for a given T .
Definition 4 (Interval connectivity). We will use Interval-Connectivity to refer to
the problem of finding max{T : G is T -interval connected} for a given G.
Let GT = (G(1,T ), G(2,T+1), ..., G(δ−T+1,δ)). We call G
T the T th row in G’s intersection
hierarchy, as depicted in Figure 1. A particular case is G1 = G. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ δ − T + 1,
we define GT [i] = G(i,i+T−1). We call G
T [i] the ith element of row GT and i is called the index
of GT [i] in row GT .
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G = G1
G2
G3
G4
G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8
G(1,2) G(2,3) G(3,4) G(4,5) G(5,6) G(6,7) G(7,8)
G(1,3) G(2,4) G(3,5) G(4,6) G(5,7) G(6,8)
G(1,4) G(2,5) G(3,6) G(4,7) G(5,8)
Figure 1: An example of an intersection hierarchy for a given dynamic graph G of length δ = 8. Here,
G is 3-interval connected, but not 4-interval connected; G4 contains a disconnected graph G(2,5) because
G2, G3, G4, G5 share no connected spanning subgraph.
Observation 1. By definition, a dynamic graph G is T -interval connected if and only if all
graphs in GT are connected.
Computational Model. As mentioned in Observation 1, the concept of T -interval connec-
tivity can be reformulated quite naturally in terms of the connectivity of some intersection
graphs. For this reason, we consider two building block operations: binary intersection
(given two graphs, compute their intersection) and connectivity testing (given a graph, de-
cide whether it is connected). This approach is suitable for general dynamic graphs in which
the details of changes between successive graphs in a sequence are arbitrary. If more struc-
tural information about the evolution of the dynamic graphs were known, for example, if it
were known that the number of changes between each pair of consecutive graphs is bounded
by a constant, then algorithms could benefit from the use of sophisticated data structures
and a lower-level approach than ours might be more appropriate.
Observation 2 (Cost of the operations). Using a sorted adjacency list in which the
neighbours of each node are sorted, a binary intersection can be performed in linear time in
the number of edges. Checking connectivity of a graph can also be done in linear time in the
number of edges. In the case of undirected graphs, it can be done by building a depth-first
search tree from an arbitrary root node and testing whether all nodes are reachable from the
root node. Tarjan’s algorithm for strongly connected components [23] can be used for di-
rected graphs. Hence, both the intersection operation and the connectivity testing operation
have similar costs. In what follows, we will refer to them as elementary operations. One
advantage of using these elementary operations is that the high-level logic of the algorithms
becomes elegant and simple. Also, their cost can be counterbalanced by the fact that they are
highly generic and thus could benefit from dedicated circuits (e.g., similar to what has been
done for all-pairs shortest-paths computations with FPGAs [4]) or optimized code.
Naive Upper Bound. It is not hard to show that both problems are solvable using O(δ2)
elementary operations based on a naive strategy. A naive algorithm computes all the rows
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of the intersection hierarchy, using the fact that each graph G(i,j) can be obtained from the
intersection of the two graphs immediately below it, i.e. G(i,j) = G(i,j−1) ∩ G(i+1,j). For
instance, G(3,6) = G(3,5) ∩ G(4,6) in Figure 1. Hence, each row k can be computed from
row k− 1 using O(δ) binary intersections. In the case of T -Interval-Connectivity, one
must compute all rows until the T th row, and then answer true iff all graphs in this row
are connected. The total cost is O(δT ) = O(δ2) binary intersections, plus δ − T + 1 = O(δ)
connectivity tests for the T th row. Solving Interval-Connectivity is similar except that
one needs to test the connectivity of all new graphs during the process. If a disconnected
graph is first found in some row k, then the answer is k − 1. If all graphs are connected up
to row δ, then δ is the answer. Since there are O(δ2) graphs in the intersection hierarchy,
the total number of connectivity tests and binary intersections is O(δ2).
Lower Bound. The following lower bound is valid for any algorithm that uses only the
two elementary operations binary intersection and connectivity test.
Lemma 1. Ω(δ) elementary operations are necessary to solve T -Interval-Connectivity.
Proof (by contradiction). Let A be an algorithm that uses only intersection and con-
nectivity testing and that decides whether any sequence of graphs is T -interval connected
using less than δ operations. Then, for any sequence G, at least one graph in G is never
accessed by A. Let G1 be a sequence that is T -interval connected and suppose that A decides
that G1 is T -interval connected without accessing graph Gk. Now, consider a sequence G2
that is identical to G1 except Gk is replaced by a disconnected graph G
′
k. Since G
′
k is never
accessed, the executions of A on G1 and G2 are identical and A incorrectly decides that G2
is T -interval connected. 
A similar argument can be used for Interval-Connectivity by making the answer T
dependent on the graph Gk that is never accessed.
3. Row-Based Strategy
In this section, we present a basic strategy that improves upon the previous naive strat-
egy, yielding upper bounds of O(δ log δ) operations for both problems. Its main interest is
in the fact that it can be parallelized, and this allows us to show that both problems are in
NC, i.e. parallelizable on a PRAM with a polylogarithmic running time [16, 19]. We first
describe the algorithms for a sequential machine (RAM).
Informally, the general strategy is to compute only some of the rows of G’s intersection
hierarchy, using the fact that most graphs of the hierarchy can be obtained by intersecting
two graphs that are several rows below (see Figure 2).
The computation of each graph on the ℓth row involves the intersection of two graphs in
the same row Gk, and we need k ≥ ℓ/2 because the height of an intersection graph equals
the length of the sequence that it represents in the graph G. Hence, to compute a row ℓ, it
6
GFigure 2: Example of computation of the intersection graph G8[5] corresponding to the sequence
{G5, G6, G7, G8, G9, G10, G11, G12}. The grey nodes in rows 2 and 4 and the initial sequence (in row 1)
are the only graphs needed to compute G8[5] in row 8.
is enough to compute only the rows below it with heights that are powers of 2, namely rows
G2
i
which we call “power rows” (see Figure 2).
More formally, the computation of “power rows” is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 2. If some row Gk is already computed, then any row Gℓ for k+1 ≤ ℓ ≤ 2k can be
computed with O(δ) elementary operations.
Proof. Assume that row Gk is already computed and that one wants to compute row Gℓ
for some k + 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ 2k. Note that row Gℓ consists of the entries Gℓ[1], . . . ,Gℓ[δ − ℓ+ 1].
Now, observe that for any k+ 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ 2k and for any 1 ≤ i ≤ δ − ℓ+ 1, Gℓ[i] = G(i,i+ℓ−1) =
G(i,i+k−1) ∩ G(i+ℓ−k,i+ℓ−1) = G
k[i] ∩ Gk[i+ ℓ− k]. Hence, δ − ℓ + 1 = O(δ) intersections are
sufficient to compute all of the entries of row Gℓ. 
T -Interval-Connectivity. Using Lemma 2, we can incrementally compute “power rows”
G2
i
for all i from 1 to ⌈log2 T ⌉−1 without computing the intermediate rows. Then, we com-
pute row GT directly from row G2
⌈log2 T⌉−1 (again using Lemma 2). This way, we compute
⌈log2 T ⌉ = O(log δ) rows, using at most δ intersections per row. Finally, we perform O(δ)
connectivity tests to test the connectivity of all graphs in GT . So, the total cost is O(δ log δ)
elementary operations.
In Figure 3, we show an example of an execution that tests T -interval connectivity based
on power rows for a graph G of length δ = 16 with T = 11. The computation of the power
rows stops upon reaching G8 which is the last power row before G11. The graphs of the T th
row are then computed from intersection graphs in G8 according to Lemma 2. For example,
G11[2] = G8[2]∩G8[5]. Finally, T -interval connectivity is verified by testing the connectivity
of each graph in G11.
Interval-Connectivity. Here, we incrementally compute rows G2
i
until we find a row that
contains a disconnected graph (thus, a connectivity test is performed after each intersection).
7
GT
Figure 3: Example of T -interval connectivity testing based on the computation of power rows. Red (dark)
nodes are the graphs of the T th row.
×
×
T
Figure 4: Example of interval connectivity testing based on the computation of power rows. Here δ = 16
and T = 11.
By Lemma 2, each of these rows can be computed using O(δ) intersections. Suppose that
row G2
j+1
is the first power row that contains a disconnected graph, and that G2
j
is the row
computed before G2
j+1
. Next, we do a binary search of the rows between G2
j
and G2
j+1
to find
the row GT with the highest row number T such that all graphs on this row are connected
(see Figure 4 for an illustration of the algorithm). The computation of each of these rows is
based on row G2
j
and takes O(δ) intersections by Lemma 2. Overall, we compute at most
2⌈log2 T ⌉ = O(log δ) rows using O(δ log δ) intersections and the same number of connectivity
tests.
Figure 4 shows an example of interval connectivity testing based on the computation of
power rows and a binary search between the last two power rows computed. In this example
δ = 16 and the found value of T is 11. The computation of power rows stops upon reaching
G16, i.e. the first power row containing a disconnected graph (×). So T must be between
8 (included) and 16 (excluded). A binary search between rows G8 and G16 is then used to
find G11, the highest row where all graphs are connected.
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Now we establish that these problems are in NC by showing that our algorithms are
efficiently parallelizable.
Lemma 3. If some row Gk is already computed, then any row between Gk+1 and G2k can be
computed in O(1) time on an EREW PRAM with O(δ) processors.
Proof. Assume that row Gk is already computed, and that one wants to compute row Gℓ,
consisting of the entries Gℓ[1], . . . ,Gℓ[δ − ℓ+ 1], for some k + 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ 2k. Since Gℓ[i] =
Gk[i]∩Gk[i+ ℓ− k], 1 ≤ i ≤ δ− ℓ+1, the computation of row Gℓ can be implemented on an
EREW PRAM with δ− ℓ+1 processors in two rounds as follows. Let Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ δ− ℓ+1,
be the processor dedicated to computing Gℓ[i]. In the first round Pi reads G
k[i], and in the
second round Pi reads G
k[i+ ℓ− k]. This guarantees that each Pi has exclusive access to
the entries of row Gk that it needs for its computation. Hence, row Gℓ can be computed in
O(1) time on an EREW PRAM using O(δ) processors. 
T -Interval-Connectivity on an EREWPRAM. The sequential algorithm for this prob-
lem computes O(log δ) rows. By Lemma 3, each of these rows can be computed in O(1)
time on an EREW PRAM with O(δ) processors. Therefore, all of the rows (and hence all
necessary intersections) can be computed in O(log δ) time with O(δ) processors. The O(δ)
connectivity tests for row GT can be done in O(1) time with O(δ) processors. Then, the
processors can establish whether or not all graphs in row GT are connected by computing
the logical AND of the results of the O(δ) connectivity tests in time O(log δ) on a EREW
PRAM with O(δ) processors using standard techniques (see [16, 19]). The total time is
O(log δ) on an EREW PRAM with O(δ) processors.
Interval-Connectivity on an EREWPRAM. The sequential algorithm for this problem
computes O(log δ) rows. Differently from T -Interval-Connectivity, a connectivity test
is done for each of the computed graphs (rather than just those of the last row) and it has
to be determined for each computed row whether or not all of the graphs are connected.
This takes O(log δ) time for each of the O(log δ) computed rows using the same techniques
as for T -Interval-Connectivity. The total time is O(log2 δ) on an EREW PRAM with
O(δ) processors.
4. Optimal Solution
We now present our strategy for solving both T -Interval-Connectivity and Interval-
Connectivity using a linear number of elementary operations (in the length δ of G),
matching the Ω(δ) lower bound presented in Section 2. The strategy relies on the concept of
ladder. Informally, a ladder is a sequence of graphs that “climbs” the intersection hierarchy
bottom-up.
Definition 5. The right ladder of length l at index i, denoted by Rl[i], is the sequence of
intersection graphs (Gk[i], k = 1, 2, . . . , l). The left ladder of length l at index i, denoted by
Ll[i], is the sequence (Gk[i− k + 1], k = 1, 2, . . . , l). A right (resp. left) ladder of length
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l − 1 at index i is said to be incremented when graph Gl[i] (resp. Gl[i− l + 1]) is added to
it, and the resulting sequence of intersection graphs is called the increment of that ladder.
Lemma 4. A ladder of length l can be computed using l − 1 binary intersections.
Proof. Consider a right ladder Rl[i]. For any k ∈ [2, l] it holds that Gk[i] = Gk−1[i] ∩
Gi+k−1. Indeed, by definition, G
k−1[i] = ∩{Gi, Gi+1, ..., Gi+k−2}. The ladder can thus be
built bottom-up using a single new intersection at each level (in particular, the binary
intersection of the previous graph in the ladder and one of the graphs from the sequence G).
Consider a left ladder Ll[i]. For any k ∈ [2, l] it holds that Gk[i− k + 1] = Gi−k+1 ∩
Gk−1[i− k + 2]. Indeed, by definition, Gk−1[i− k + 2] = ∩{Gi−k+2, Gi−k+3, ..., Gi}. The
ladder can thus be built bottom-up using a single new intersection at each level. 
Lemma 5. Given Llℓ [j − 1] and Rlr [j], any pair of indices (i, k) such that j − lℓ ≤ i < j
and j − i < k ≤ j − i + lr, G
k[i] can be computed by a single binary intersection, namely
Gk[i] = Gj−i[i] ∩ Gk−j+i[j].
(i,k)lℓ→
(i,j−i)
(j,k−j+i) ←lr
j
Figure 5: Examples of intersections based on left and right ladders.
Informally, the constraints j − lℓ ≤ i < j and j − i < k ≤ j − i + lr in Lemma 5 define
a rectangle delimited by two ladders and two lines, each of which is parallel to one of the
ladders, as shown in Figure 5. The pairs (i, k) defined by the constraints, shown in light
grey in the figure, include all pairs that are strictly inside the rectangle, and all pairs on the
parallel lines, but pairs on the two ladders are excluded.
Proof (of Lemma 5). By definition, Gk[i] = ∩{Gi, Gi+1, ..., Gi+k−1} and G
j−i[i] = ∩{Gi,
Gi+1, ..., Gj−1} and G
k−j+i[j] = ∩{Gj, Gj+1, ..., Gi+k−1}. It follows that G
k[i] = Gj−i[i] ∩
Gk−j+i[j]. By definition, Gj−i[i] ∈ Llℓ [j − 1] and Gk−j+i[j] ∈ Rlr [j], so only a single binary
intersection is needed. 
T -Interval-Connectivity. We describe our optimal algorithm for this problem with ref-
erence to Figure 6 which shows two examples of the execution of the algorithm (see Al-
gorithm 1 for details). The algorithm traverses the T th row in the intersection hierar-
chy from left to right, starting at GT [1]. If a disconnected graph is found, the algorithm
returns false and terminates. If the algorithm reaches the last graph in the row, i.e.
GT [δ − T + 1], and no disconnected graph was found, then it returns true. The graphs
10
GT
GT
Figure 6: Examples of the execution of the optimal algorithm for T -Interval-Connectivity with T < δ/2
(left) and T ≥ δ/2 (right). G is T -interval connected in both examples.
GT [1],GT [2], . . . ,GT [δ − T + 1] are computed based on the set of ladders S = {LT [T ],
RT−1[T + 1],LT [2T ], RT−1[2T + 1], . . .}, which are constructed as follows. Each left lad-
der is built entirely (from bottom to top) when the traversal arrives at its top location in
row T (i.e. where the last increment is to take place). For instance, LT [T ] is built when the
walk is at index 1 in row T , LT [2T ] is built at index T + 1, and so on. If a disconnected
graph is found in the process, the execution terminates returning false.
Differently from left ladders, right ladders are constructed gradually as the traversal
proceeds. Each time that the traversal moves right to a new index in the T th row, the
current right ladder is incremented and the new top element of this right ladder is used
immediately to compute the graph at the current index in the T th row (using Lemma 5).
This continues until the right ladder reaches row T −1 after which a new left ladder is built.
The following theorem establishes the complexity of our algorithm.
Theorem 1. T -Interval-Connectivity can be solved with Θ(δ) elementary operations,
which is optimal (to within a constant factor).
Proof. The set S of ladders constructed by the algorithm includes at most ⌈δ/T ⌉ left
ladders and ⌈δ/T ⌉ right ladders, each of length at most T . By Lemma 4, the set of ladders
S can be computed using less than 2δ binary intersections. Based on Lemma 5, each of the
δ − T + 1 graphs GT [i] in row T can be computed at the cost of a single intersection of two
graphs in S. At most δ−T +1 connectivity tests are performed for row T , which concludes
the proof. 
Interval-Connectivity. The strategy of our optimal algorithm for this problem is in
the same spirit as the one for T -Interval-Connectivity. However, it is more complex
and corresponds to a walk in the two dimensions of the intersection hierarchy. It is best
understood with reference to Figure 7 which shows an example of the execution of the
algorithm (see Algorithm 2 for details).
The walk starts at the bottom left graph G1[1] and builds a right ladder incrementally
until it encounters a disconnected graph. If Gδ[1] is reached and is connected, then G
is δ-interval connected and execution terminates returning δ. Otherwise, suppose that a
disconnected graph is first found in row k+1. Then k is an upper bound on the connectivity
of G and the walk drops down a level to Gk[2] which is the next graph in row k that needs
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1 k ← T // current row (non-changing)
2 i← 1 // current index in the row
3 next← 1 // trigger for next ladder construction
4 // walk until stepping out of the intersection hierarchy
5 while i ≤ δ − k + 1 do
6 if i = next then
7 next← i+ k
8 if ¬computeFromRight(k, i, next) then
9 return false
10 else
11 computeFromIntersection(k, i, next)
12 if ¬isConnected(Gk[i]) then
13 return false
14 i← i+ 1
15 return true
16 function computeFromRight(k, i, next): // compute the left ladder Lk[i]
17 k′ ← 1 // row of first increment
18 i′ ← next− 1 // index of first increment
19 while k′ < k do
20 if ¬isConnected(Gk
′
[i′]) then
21 return false // a disconnected graph was found
22 k′ ← k′ + 1
23 i′ ← i′ − 1
24 Gk
′
[i′]← Gk
′
−1[i′ + 1] ∩Gi′ // “increment” the ladder
25 function computeFromIntersection(k, i, next): // “increment” the right ladder
26 k′ ← k − next+ i // row of increment (right ladder)
27 Gk
′
[next]← Gk
′
−1[next] ∩Gnext+k′−1 // “increment” right ladder
28 Gk[i]← Gnext−i[i] ∩ Gk
′
[next] // compute intersection based on Lemma 5
Algorithm 1: Optimal algorithm for T -Interval-Connectivity
to be checked. This requires the construction of a left ladder Lk[k + 1] of length k ending
at Gk[2]. The walk proceeds rightward on row k using a similar traversal strategy to the
algorithm for T -Interval-Connectivity. Here, however, every time that a disconnected
graph is found, the walk drops down by one row. The dropping down operation, say, from
some Gk[i], is made in two steps (curved line in Figure 7). First it goes to Gk−1[i], which
is necessarily connected because Gk[i− 1] is connected (so a connectivity test is not needed
here), and then it moves one unit right to Gk−1[i+ 1]. If the walk eventually reaches the
rightmost graph of some row and this graph is connected, then the algorithm terminates
returning the corresponding row number as T . Otherwise the walk will terminate at a
disconnected graph in row 1 and G is not T -interval connected for any T . In this case, the
algorithm returns T = 0.
Similarly to the algorithm for T -Interval-Connectivity, the computations of the
graphs in a walk by Algorithm 2 (for Interval-Connectivity) use binary intersections
based on Lemmas 4 and 5. If the algorithm returns that G is T -interval connected, then
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1 k ← 1 // current row
2 i← 1 // current index in the row
3 next← 2 // trigger for next ladder construction
4 // builds a right ladder until a disconnected graph is found
5 while isConnected(Gk[1]) do
6 k← k + 1
7 if k > δ then
8 return δ // the graph is δ-interval connected
9 else
10 Gk[1]← Gk−1[1] ∩Gk // “increment” the right ladder
11 if k = 1 then
12 return 0 // the graph is 0-interval connected
13 k ← k − 1 // move down
14 i← i+ 1 // move right
15 // walk until stepping out of the hierarchy
16 while i ≤ δ − k + 1 do
17 if i = next then
18 next← i+ k
19 computeFromRight(k, i, next)
20 else
21 computeFromIntersection(k, i, next)
22 if ¬isConnected(Gk[i]) then
23 k ← k − 1
24 if k = 0 then
25 return 0
26 i← i+ 1
27 return k
28 function computeFromRight(k, i, next): // compute the left ladder Lk[i]
29 k′ ← 1 // row of first increment
30 i′ ← next− 1 // index of first increment
31 while k′ < k do
32 if ¬isConnected(Gk
′
[i′]) then
33 k ← k′ − 1 // move the original walk..
34 i← i′ + 1 // ..below-right disconnected graph,
35 return // abort function
36 k′ ← k′ + 1
37 i′ ← i′ − 1
38 Gk
′
[i′]← Gk
′
−1[i′ + 1] ∩Gi′ // “increment” the ladder
39 function computeFromIntersection(k, i, next): (Same function as for Algorithm 1)
40 k′ ← k − next+ i // row of increment (right ladder)
41 Gk
′
[next]← Gk
′
−1[next] ∩Gnext+k′−1 // “increment” right ladder
42 Gk[i]← Gnext−i[i] ∩ Gk
′
[next] // compute intersection based on Lemma 5
Algorithm 2: Optimal algorithm for Interval-Connectivity
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Figure 7: Example of the execution of the optimal algorithm for Interval-Connectivity. (It is a coin-
cidence that the rightmost ladder matches the outer face.)
each graph GT [1],GT [2], . . . ,GT [δ − T + 1] must be connected. The graphs that are on the
walk are checked directly by the algorithm. For each graph GT [i] on row T that is below the
walk, there is a graph Gj [i] with j > T that is on the walk and is connected and this implies
that GT [i] is connected.
Theorem 2. Interval-Connectivity can be solved with Θ(δ) elementary operations,
which is optimal (up to a constant factor).
Proof. The ranges of the indices covered by the left ladders that are constructed by the
process are disjoint, so their total length is O(δ). The first right ladder has length at most δ
and each subsequent right ladder has length less than the left ladder that precedes it so the
total length of the right ladders is also O(δ). Therefore, this algorithm performs O(δ) binary
intersections and O(δ) connectivity tests. This establishes that Interval-Connectivity
can be solved with Θ(δ) elementary operations matching the lower bound of Lemma 1. 
Online Algorithms. The optimal algorithms for T -Interval-Connectivity and
Interval-Connectivity can be adapted to an online setting in which the sequence of
graphs G1, G2, G3, . . . of a dynamic graph G is processed in the order that the graphs are
received. In the case of T -Interval-Connectivity, the algorithm cannot provide an
answer until at least T graphs have been received. When the T th graph is received, the
algorithm builds the first left ladder using T − 1 binary intersections. It can then perform
a connectivity test and answer whether or not the sequence is T -interval connected so far.
After this initial period, a T -connectivity test can be performed for the T most recently
received graphs (by performing a connectivity test on the corresponding graph in row T )
after the receipt of each new graph.
Theorem 3. T -Interval-Connectivity and Interval-Connectivity can be solved
online with an amortized cost of Θ(1) elementary operations per graph received.
Proof. At no time during the execution of the algorithm for T -Interval-Connectivity
does the number of intersections performed to build left ladders exceed the number of graphs
received and the same is true for right ladders. Furthermore, each new graph after the first
T − 1 graphs corresponds to a graph in row T which can be computed with one intersection
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by Lemma 5. In summary, the amortized cost is O(1) elementary operations for each graph
received and for each T -connectivity test after the initial period. The analysis for Interval-
Connectivity is similar except that the algorithm can report the connectedness of the
sequence received so far, starting with the first graph. 
5. Dynamic Online Interval Connectivity
The algorithms in this section are motivated by Internet protocols like TCP (Trans-
mission Control Protocol) which adjust their behaviour dynamically in response to recent
network events and conditions such as dropped packets and congestion. T -interval connec-
tivity is a measure of the stability of a network. Generally, larger values of T indicate that
communication is more reliable, so it is natural to consider a dynamic version of interval con-
nectivity that is based only on the recent states of a network rather than the entire history of
a network. We formalize this notion of recent history by introducing the concept of T -stable
graphs. We then define the dynamic online versions of both T -Interval-Connectivity
and Interval-Connectivity in terms of T -stable graphs.
Definition 6 (T -stable graph). A graph Gi, i ≥ T , of a sequence G = (G1, G2, ..., Gδ)
is T -stable for a given T iff the subsequence Gi−(T−1), Gi−(T−2), . . . , Gi−1, Gi is T -interval
connected.
Definition 7 (Testing T -Stability). The T -Stability problem for a given T is the prob-
lem of deciding for each received graph Gi, i ≥ T , whether Gi is T -stable.
Definition 8 (Stability). We use the term Stability to refer to the problem of finding
Ti = max{T : Gi is T -stable} for each received graph Gi.
As before, the first problem is a decision problem with true/false output, while the second
is a maximization problem with integer output. Here, however, one such output is required
after each graph in the sequence is received.
T -Stability. Our algorithm for T -Stability is similar to Algorithm 1 for T -Interval-
Connectivity. The differences are that the algorithm for T -Stability produces an output
after each graph of a sequence is received, and the algorithm does not terminate if a discon-
nected graph is found on row T of the hierarchy. Instead, it continues until the last graph in
the sequence is received. The ladders constructed by the algorithm for T -Stability are the
same as the ladders that would be constructed by Algorithm 1 for a dynamic graph that is T -
interval connected (see Figure 6 for examples). Given a dynamic graph G = (G1, G2, ..., Gδ),
T -Stability is undefined for the graphs Gi with i < T , so the algorithm returns ⊥ after
each of the first T − 1 graphs is received. When GT is received, the algorithm builds a left
ladder and returns true (resp. false) if the top graph of the ladder (i.e. GT [1]) is connected
(resp. disconnected). Then the walk progresses rightward along row T every time that a
graph is received, alternately building left and right ladders in such a way that the graph
GT [i− (T −1)] can always be computed from Gi with a single intersection (using Lemma 5).
Gi is T -stable iff G
T [i− (T − 1)] is connected and true or false is output as appropriate.
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Figure 8: Example of the execution of the Stability algorithm.
Theorem 4. T -Stability can be solved online with an amortized cost of Θ(1) elementary
operations per graph received.
Proof. By the same analysis as for the online version of Algorithm 1, the number of
intersections performed to build left ladders never exceeds the number of graphs received,
and the same is true for the number of intersections to build right ladders and for the number
of connectivity tests. 
Stability. The algorithm for this problem must find Ti = max{T : Gi is T -stable} for each
received graph Gi. Our algorithm for Stability generalizes the strategy that we used in
the algorithm for Interval-Connectivity by trying to climb as high as possible in the
hierarchy, even after a disconnected intersection graph is found. This is necessary because
the sequence of values T1, T2, T3, . . . for Stability is not necessarily monotonic.
The algorithm for Stability uses right and left ladders to walk through the intersection
hierarchy. The general idea is that the walk goes up when the current intersection graph
is connected and down when it is disconnected (unless the walk is on the bottom level of
the hierarchy in which case it goes right to the next graph). This is different from the
algorithm for Interval-Connectivity which only goes up during the construction of the
first right ladder and goes right or down in all other cases. We will describe the algorithm
for Stability with reference to Figure 8 which shows an example of the execution of the
algorithm. See Algorithm 3 for complete details.
The walk begins by constructing a right ladder. In each step, if a computed intersection
graph Gk[j] is connected, and Gi, i = j + k − 1, is the most recently received graph, then
the value k is returned to indicate that Gi is k-stable. Then the walk climbs one row in
the hierarchy to Gk+1[j] which takes into consideration the next graph Gi+1. If a computed
intersection graph Gk[j], k > 1, is disconnected, then the walk descends to the next graph in
the row below, i.e. to Gk−1[j + 1]. In this case no value is returned because the next graph
in G has not yet been considered. If a graph G1[j] is disconnected, then 0 is returned, and
the walk moves right to the next graph.
As in the previous algorithms, the right ladders are constructed incrementally as the walk
goes up, even though each graph Gk[j] can be computed from Gk−1[j]∩Gj+k−1, because this
prepares the ladders needed to compute the intersection graphs if the walk goes down. This
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1 i← 1 // current index in the row
2 next← 2 // trigger for next ladder construction
3 output← 0
4 while receiving graphs do
5 while isConnected(Gk[i]) do
6 output← k; k ← k + 1
7 computeFromIntersection(k, i, next) // “increment” the right ladder
8 while ¬isConnected(Gk[i]) do
9 if k = 1 then
10 output← 0; next← i+ 2
11 else
12 k ← k − 1
13 i← i+ 1
14 if i = next then
15 next← i+ k; computeFromRight(k, i, next)
16 else
17 computeFromIntersection(k, i, next)
18 function computeFromRight(k, i, next): // compute the left ladder Lk[i]
19 k′ ← 1 // row of first increment
20 i′ ← next− 1 // index of first increment
21 while k′ < k do
22 if ¬isConnected(Gk
′
[i′]) then
23 k ← k′ − 1 // move the original walk..
24 i← i′ + 1 // ..below-right disconnected graph,
25 return // abort function
26 k′ ← k′ + 1; i′ ← i′ − 1
27 Gk
′
[i′]← Gk
′
−1[i′ + 1] ∩Gi′ // “increment” the ladder
28 function computeFromIntersection(k, i, next):
29 if i = next− 1 then
30 Gk[i]← Gk−1[i] ∩Gi+k−1
31 else
32 k′ ← k − next+ i // row of increment (right ladder)
33 Gk
′
[next]← Gk
′
−1[next] ∩Gnext+k′−1 // “increment” right ladder
34 if ¬isConnected(Gk
′
[next]) then
35 i← next; k ← k′
36 else
37 Gk[i]← Gnext−i[i] ∩ Gk
′
[next] // compute intersection based on Lemma 5
Algorithm 3: Optimal algorithm for Stability
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is illustrated by the second right ladder R5[7] in Figure 8. If a disconnected graph Gk[j] is
found while building a right ladder, the walk jumps to the next graph in the row just below,
i.e. to Gk−1[j + 1], to avoid unnecessary computations. For example, in Figure 8 the walk
jumps from G5[7] which is disconnected to G4[8] without computing G7[5] and G6[6].
If a graph Gk[j] cannot be computed using the current ladders, then a complete new left
ladder Lk[k + j − 1] is constructed as high as possible until it reaches a previously computed
graph or until it encounters a disconnected graph. The former case is illustrated by the left
ladder L5[6] in Figure 8 which is built when the walk descends from G6[1] to G5[2]. The
latter case is illustrated by the left ladder L4[11] which encounters the disconnected graph
G4[8]. In this case the walk resumes from the previous graph in the ladder (G3[9] in the
example). In contrast, a new left ladder is not needed when the walk descends three times
from G8[2] to G5[5] because the ladders L5[6] and R3[7] that exist at this point can be used
to compute these intersections.
In the example in Figure 8, the sequence of values T1, T2, T3, . . . , T14 that the algorithm
outputs is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 6, 7, 5, 6, 3, 4, 5, 6.
Theorem 5. Stability can be solved with an amortized cost of Θ(1) elementary operations
per graph received.
Proof. The complexity analysis of the algorithm is similar to that of the online algorithm
for Interval-Connectivity. The number of intersection graphs in right ladders never
exceeds the number of graphs received and the same is true for left ladders. Each intersection
graph in a ladder is computed using one binary intersection operation. Each time that the
walk climbs in the intersection hierarchy, one connectivity test is performed and a single
graph is processed. When the walk descends, no new graph in G is processed, but the
number of descents cannot exceed the number of ascents, and each descent uses at most one
connectivity test. This results in a constant amortized cost for each received graph. 
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we studied the problem of testing whether a given dynamic graph G =
(G1, G2, ..., Gδ) is T -interval connected. We also considered the related problem of finding
the largest T for which a given G is T -interval connected. We assumed that the dynamic
graph G is a sequence of independent graphs and we investigated algorithmic solutions that
use two elementary operations, binary intersection and connectivity testing, to solve the
problems. We developed efficient algorithms that use only O(δ) elementary operations,
asymptotically matching the lower bound of Ω(δ). We presented PRAM algorithms that
show that both problems can be solved efficiently in parallel, and online algorithms that use
Θ(1) elementary operations per graph received. We also presented dynamic versions of the
online algorithms that report connectivity based on recent network history.
In our study, we focused on algorithms using only the two elementary operations binary
intersection and connectivity testing. This approach is suitable for a high-level study of these
problems when the details of changes between successive graphs in a sequence are arbitrary.
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If the evolution of the dynamic graph is constrained in some ways (e.g., bounded number
of changes between graphs), then one could benefit from the use of more sophisticated
data structures to lower the complexity of the problem. Another natural extension of our
investigation of T -interval connectivity would be a similar study for other classes of dynamic
graphs, as identified in [10]. In particular, we think that the framework presented here could
be generalized to testing other properties of subsequences of dynamic graphs.
Distributed algorithms for all of these problems, in which a node in the graph only sees
its local neighbourhood, would also be of interest. For example, distributed versions of the
dynamic algorithms in Section 5 could be used to supplement the information available to
distributed Internet routing protocols such as OSPF (Open-Shortest Path First) which are
used to construct routing tables. Our dynamic algorithms have Θ(1) amortized complexity,
and distributed versions with Θ(1) amortized complexity could provide real-time information
about network connectivity to OSPF.
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